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Abstract: It has recently been demonstrated with Monte Carlo studies that combining the
well-known Y-splitter and trimming techniques gives rise to important gains in the signal
signicance achievable for boosted electroweak boson tagging at high pt. Here we carry
out analytical calculations that explain these ndings from rst principles of QCD both for
grooming via trimming and via the modied mass-drop tagger (mMDT). We also suggest
modications to Y-splitter itself, which result in great simplications to the analytical
results both for pure Y-splitter as well as its combination with general grooming methods.
The modications also lead to further performance gains, while making the results largely
independent of choice of groomer. We discuss the implications of these ndings in the
broader context of optimal methods for boosted object studies at hadron colliders.
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1 Introduction
In recent years jet substructure studies have become of central importance to new physics
searches and LHC phenomenology involving highly boosted particles (for reviews and fur-
ther references see refs. [1{3]). When one considers the decays of boosted particles at the
LHC, i.e. those with pt  M , we encounter a situation where the decay products are
collimated and hence often reconstructed in a single \fat" jet rather than forming multiple
resolved jets. The substructure of that jet oers important clues as to its origin i.e. whether
it is a QCD jet or a jet initiated by e.g. an electroweak boson, top quark or hypothetical
new particles.
The role of jet substructure analyses in discriminating signal from QCD background

















tag jets arising from the hadronic two-body decays of W bosons. Somewhat more recently
the power of jet substructure analyses for discoveries at the LHC was clearly highlighted
in ref. [6] in the context of Higgs boson searches. Following this article there has been
enormous interest in jet substructure methods and in exploiting the boosted particle regime
at the LHC and even beyond, at potential future machines [7]. Several new jet substructure
algorithms and techniques have been developed and validated in the past few years and
are now commonly used in LHC searches and phenomenology [1{3]. Furthermore, the
importance of the boosted regime increases for ongoing run-2 LHC studies due to the
increased access to higher transverse momenta i.e. to TeV-scale jets.
Another important development, in the context of jet substructure, has been the de-
velopment of analytical calculations from rst principles of QCD, for many of the more
commonly used techniques. For example such calculations have been performed for the
(modied) MassDropTagger (m)MDT [8] , pruning [9, 10] and trimming [11] in refs. [8, 12].
Analytical calculations have also been performed for the SoftDrop method [13{15] and for
radiation constraining jet shapes [16, 17] based on the N-subjettiness class of variables [18]
and energy correlation functions (ECFs) [19]. These calculations have enabled a much
more detailed and robust understanding of jet substructure methods than was possible
with purely numerical studies from Monte Carlo event generators. They have enabled
meaningful comparisons of the performance of tools over a wide kinematic range and re-
vealed both advantages of and aws in several standard techniques. Additionally, analytical
understanding has directly led to the design of new and superior tools such as the mMDT
and Y-pruning [8] , followed by the SoftDrop class of observables [13] inspired in part by
the properties of the mMDT. The mMDT and SoftDrop methods both have remarkable
theoretical properties (such as freedom from non-global logarithms [20]) and substantially
eliminate non-perturbative eects, which render them amenable to high precision calcula-
tions in perturbative QCD [14, 15]. Moreover they have proved to be invaluable tools in an
experimental context and are seeing widespread use in LHC searches and phenomenology
(for examples of some recent applications see e.g. refs. [21{23]).
In spite of all the progress mentioned above, some key questions remain as far as the
development of substructure techniques is concerned. One such question is whether it is
possible to use our analytical insight to make further performance gains relative to the
existing substructure methods including various taggers, groomers and jet shapes such as
N-subjettiness. This could include either the construction of new optimal tools or the
use of judicious combinations of existing methods, inspired by the physics insights that
have recently been obtained via analytics. In ref. [24] an explicit example was provided
of the latter situation. There it was shown via Monte Carlo studies that combining the
existing Y-splitter technique with trimming led to signicant gains in performance and this
combination strikingly outperformed standard taggers (mMDT, pruning, trimming and Y-
pruning) for both Higgs and W boson tagging especially at high pt. This is in contrast to
Y-splitter alone which, although it was one of the earliest substructure methods invented,
performs relatively poorly and hence has not seen extensive use.1
1One instance of its use was provided by the \ATLAS top tagger" [25] but this itself has not been used

















Ref. [24] identied the main reasons for the success of the Y-splitter and trimming
combination. Firstly it was observed that Y-splitter is an excellent method for suppressing
the QCD background. The reason identied for this was the basic form of the jet mass






















;  < y ; (1.1)
where  is the normalised squared jet-mass,   m2
p2tR
2 with m the jet mass, pt the transverse
momentum and R the jet radius. The parameter y is the value chosen for the ycut parameter
of Y-splitter, which we will dene more precisely in the next section. The result quoted
above is an all-orders resummed result in a xed-coupling approximation and valid to
leading (double) logarithmic accuracy in the exponent. While it has been written above
for the case of quark jets, it is straightforward to write a corresponding formula for gluon-
initiated jets. The result has the general form of a prefactor, involving at most a logarithm
in y, multiplying an exponential Sudakov suppression factor which is identical to that
obtained for the plain jet mass. In contrast, for the plain jet mass the prefactor involves
a ln  instead of a ln y term. The replacement of ln  by a more modest ln y term, while
maintaining the exponential Sudakov suppression, is the principal reason why background
jets are strongly suppressed by Y-splitter.2 In ref. [24], eq. (1.1) was simply quoted without
derivation, while in the present article we shall explicitly derive it in section 2.
The second key observation made in ref. [24] was that Y-splitter alone has a poor signal
eciency similar to that for plain ungroomed jets. This is due to the fact that there is
no jet grooming subsequent to the basic tagging step in Y-splitter which results in loss of
mass resolution due to Underlying Event and ISR eects. Hence, in spite of its excellent
background rejection pure Y-splitter suers in comparison to other standard substructure
taggers in terms of performance.
Finally it was noted in ref. [24] that the addition of grooming (via trimming) to Y-
splitter considerably alleviated the problems with signal eciency. While this could perhaps
be anticipated, it was also observed that the use of trimming did not seem to crucially aect
the background rejection of Y-splitter. This more surprising nding made trimming a nice
complementary tool to Y-splitter as it cured the issues seen with signal jets while leaving
the desirable behaviour on background jets, as given in eq. (1.1), essentially unaltered.
We remind the reader that analytical calculations for trimming itself have been carried
out in ref. [8]. They revealed the presence of multiple transition points in the jet mass
distribution as well as potential undesirable bumps in the background, in regions close
to the signal masses i.e. at masses near the electroweak scale for TeV scale jet transverse
momenta. On the other hand when trimming is used subsequent to Y-splitter the mass
distribution still closely resembles the well-behaved Y-splitter distribution, rather than the
mass spectrum for trimming.3
2As noted in ref. [24] an essentially similar form is also obtained for Y-pruning which also performs
better than several other methods at high pt.
3As we also demonstrate later, using trimming prior to Y-splitter returns a mass-spectrum that closely

















All of the above observations certainly call for an analytical understanding. It is
therefore of interest to rstly derive the result for Y-splitter quoted in eq. (1.1). Following
this, one needs to understand the form of the jet mass spectrum when trimming is applied
subsequent to Y-splitter. Given the undesirable features of trimming we alluded to before
(even if they are not as manifest in the present case) it is also of interest to consider
what happens when other groomers are used instead of trimming, like the mMDT. Lastly,
in order to obtain further gains or a more robust tagger, one may also seek to make
variations in the Y-splitter method itself. These modications should be such that the
most essential features of eq. (1.1) are left intact but other less relevant subleading and
non-perturbative terms are either better controlled theoretically or altogether eliminated.
It is these developments that we seek to make in the present article.
The layout of this article is as follows: in section 2 we perform resummed calculations
for the jet mass distribution for jets tagged with Y-splitter. We rst compute the resummed
result at leading logarithmic accuracy in  and hence in the xed-coupling limit recover
eq. (1.1). We also augment the resummed formula to examine the eects of terms that are
formally subleading in  (i.e. at best single-logarithmic in ) but enhanced by logarithms
of y.
In section 3 we study Y-splitter with grooming. We examine the structure of logarith-
mic enhancements that emerge both in xed-order studies (up to order 2s) as well as at
all orders. Here we study both trimming and mMDT as groomers and hence shed light
on the key observation that grooming does not radically aect the background suppression
seen with pure Y-splitter.
We stress that for all the techniques studied in this paper, our all-orders results are for-
mally valid to leading logarithmic accuracy in  in the resummed exponent. Additionally,
we also retain some subleading (single-logarithmic in ) terms such as those arising from
hard-collinear emissions. We will refer to this throughout as the (modied) leading loga-
rithmic accuracy (LL) approximation. We nd, as has also been noted in our past work on
other substructure methods [8] and jet shapes [17], that the modied leading logarithmic
calculations are sucient to explain the main features of Y-splitter and its combination
with groomers. Additionally in some cases we are further able to account for terms which
are double-logarithmic in general, i.e. when counting ln  and ln y on the same footing.
These results will be explicitly specied by the \LL+LLy" superscript. The additional LLy
terms are included in particular to provide an estimate for the size of subleading corrections
responsible for dierences between the variants of Y-splitter we will study here.
Section 4 is devoted to variants of the Y-splitter method. Here we rst consider Y-
splitter dened with mass declustering (generalised kt [26] with p = 1=2) rather than the
standard declustering based on kt and comment on the implications of this modication.
We also investigate, in this section, the eect of replacing the ycut condition of Y-splitter
with a zcut condition like that used as the default in pruning and trimming and suggested
as an alternative for mMDT [8]. We further study the eects of a gentle pre-grooming
using SoftDrop on jets tagged by Y-splitter.


















Finally, in section 6 we summarise our ndings, draw conclusions and provide sugges-
tions for further investigation.
2 Y-splitter calculation: QCD background
We shall provide below the calculation for the impact of the Y-splitter algorithm on the
QCD jet mass distribution. The Y-splitter method involves declustering a jet using the kt








where pti and ptj are the transverse momenta of the two particles and 
2
ij = (yi   yj)2 +
(i   j)2 their angular separation in the rapidity-azimuth plane.4
One examines the value of dij produced in the rst step of declustering and places a cut
either directly on dij which one can take to be M2W or on the ratio of dij to the squared
jet mass, i.e. use ycut = dij=m
2
j > y. These cuts are designed to retain more symmetric
signal splittings (i.e. a genuine two-pronged structure) while discriminating against QCD
background. We shall study the latter variant here which was shown in Monte Carlo studies
to give excellent performance in rejecting QCD background jets [24].
The quantity that we shall study throughout this paper is the jet mass distribution
for QCD jets that is obtained after the application of Y-splitter as well as that obtained
from a combination of Y-splitter and grooming methods that we shall specify later. We
will obtain results for the quantity 
d




the jet mass, pt its transverse momentum with respect to the beam and R the jet radius.
2.1 Leading-order calculation
We start by computing the result for the jet mass distribution for jets that are tagged by
Y-splitter. In order to generate leading logarithmic contributions it is sucient to consider
contributions from soft and collinear gluon emissions from a hard parton.
Therefore at leading order in QCD (order s) we have to consider a jet made up
of a hard quark or gluon and a single accompanying soft and collinear gluon. Here we
shall explicitly consider the case of quark jets to begin with, but it is trivial to obtain the
corresponding results for gluon initiated jets from the ones we derive below.
Let us write the four-momenta of the particles as
p = pt (1; 1; 0; 0) ; k = !t (cosh y; cos; sin; sinh y) ; (2.3)
where p is the four-momentum of the hard quark, written in terms of its transverse mo-
mentum pt w.r.t. the beam and where without loss of generality we can set its rapidity
w.r.t. the beam to zero. Likewise !t is the transverse momentum of the emitted soft gluon,








(1  cos ij) ; (2.2)

















with rapidity y and azimuthal angle . In the soft and collinear limit we have !t  pt and
2 = (y2 + 2) 1.
Let us rst study the jet mass distribution with a cut on dij=m
2, with m being the jet
mass. In the soft and collinear approximation dij = !
2
t 
2 while m2 = !tpt
2 so that we cut
on the quantity x = !t=pt i.e. the transverse momentum fraction of the gluon, such that x >

















  x2 (x > y) ; (2.4)
where we have taken a xed-coupling approximation.5 In writing (2.4), we have implicitly
normalised all angles to R so that  runs up to 1 (instead of up to R) and all R dependence
that arises at our accuracy is incorporated into our denition of  = m2=(ptR)
2. We stress
that (2.4) is valid in the leading logarithmic approximation where it is sucient to include
soft and collinear gluons. We have also assumed that the jet radius R is small and system-
atically neglected powers of R. Unless explicitly mentioned, we will use this convention
throughout the rest of the paper. Note that eq. (2.4) is written for quark jets. One can
easily extrapolate this, and the following formulae, to gluon jets by replacing CF by CA
and using the appropriate splitting function.













 (y > ) + ln
1

 ( > y)

: (2.5)
The result above is identical to previous results obtained for the mass drop tagger (and
the modied mass-drop (mMDT) ) as well as for pruning. It reects that at this order the
action of Y-splitter, in the small  limit, is to remove a logarithm in  and replace it with
a (smaller) logarithm in y. This implies a reduction in the QCD background at small 
relative to the plain jet mass result. For  > y, the cut is redundant and we return to the
case of the plain QCD jet mass.
It is also straightforward to extend the soft approximation by considering hard-collinear
corrections. To include these eects one simply makes the replacement 1x ! 1+(1 x)
2
2x i.e.
includes the full QCD pgq splitting function. It is also simple to include nite y corrections
in the above result by inserting the proper limits of integration that are obtained from
the Y-splitter condition when one considers hard collinear rather than soft gluon emission.
The Y-splitter condition is satised for y=(1  y) < x < 1=(1 + y) and we obtain the result,




















This result is again identical to the case of (m)MDT with the ycut > y condition [12].
2.2 NLO result and all-orders form
Here we shall compute the next-to-leading order result in the soft and collinear limit, before
extending this result to all orders in the next section.

















Thus we need to consider the case of two real emissions o the primary hard parton
as well as a real emission and a virtual gluon also treated in the soft and collinear limit.
We shall work in the classical independent emission approximation which is sucient to
obtain the leading logarithmic result for jet mass distributions.
We consider a jet made up of a primary hard parton and two soft gluons with four-
momenta k1 and k2. When the jet is declustered one requires the Y-splitter cut to be
satised for the jet to be tagged. There are two distinct situations that arise at this order:
rstly the situation where the largest kt gluon passes the Y-splitter cut as well as sets the
mass of the jet and secondly where the largest kt gluon passes the Y-splitter cut so the jet
is accepted but the jet mass is set by a lower kt emission.
For the one-real, one-virtual contributions the situation is the same as that for the lead-
ing order calculation i.e. the real emission both passes the Y-splitter cut and sets the mass.
Let us assume that the jet mass is set by emission k1 with energy fraction x1 and
which makes an angle 1 with the jet axis or equivalently the hard parton direction, with
x1; 1  1. For simplicity, it is useful to introduce for every emission ki, the quantities
i  xii; i  xi2i ; (2.7)
respectively related to the transverse momentum (kt scale) of emission ki w.r.t. the jet axis











d2  (  1)

 (1 > 2)  (x1 > y)  (2 < )
+  (2 > 1)  (2 > y)  (2 < )  (x1 > y)

; (2.8)










for the two-gluon emission phase space in the soft-collinear limit.
The rst line within the large parenthesis expresses the condition that the gluon which
sets the mass has the higher kt i.e. 1( x11) > 2( x22) as well as satises the Y-








1) = x1 > y. The emission
k2 cannot dominate the jet mass by assumption, which gives rise to the veto condition
2 < . The rst term on the second line within the parenthesis expresses the condition
that the gluon k1 now has lower kt than emission k2. Emission k2 passes the Y-splitter cut
22= > y, where  is the mass set by emission k1. The nal term on the last line, with
negative sign, is the contribution where emission k2 is virtual.
For the term on the rst line we make the replacement  (1 > 2) = 1  (2 > 1).
These two terms can be combined with the virtual corrections and the rst term of the











d2  (1   )  (x1 > y) ( (2 < )  1)
+
Z



















The fundamental reason for writing the result in the above form is to separate what
we expect to be the leading logarithmic contribution in the rst line from subleading
contributions which involve a higher kt emission giving a smaller contribution to the jet
mass than emission k1. Hence we anticipate that the term in the second line in eq. (2.10)
will produce results that are beyond our accuracy, in the limit of small . On explicit


































The above result implies that in the ! 0 limit there are at best single logarithmic (in
) contributions to the integrated jet mass distribution from the second line of eq. (2.10).











d2 (x1 > y)  (  1)  (2 > ) ; (2.12)
which produces the leading logarithmic (LL) corrections we require. Upon evaluation, it



















which has the structure of the leading-order result multiplied by a double logarithmic term
in . We note that for  > y the Y-splitter cut becomes redundant and one returns to the
result for the standard plain jet mass distribution. We recall that by \leading logarithmic
(LL) accuracy" we mean that we only keep the terms that are maximally enhanced in ln .
The result in eq. (2.13) has a simple physical interpretation. The largest kt emission
which sets the mass comes with a cut on its energy precisely as at leading order which,
produces an s ln
1
y behaviour. Emission k2 on the other hand is subject to a veto con-
dition such that 2 < . After cancellation against virtual corrections one obtains an
s ln
2 1
 behaviour from this emission, exactly as for the leading order contribution to the
integrated plain jet mass distribution. Based on this we can expect that at all orders,
to leading-logarithmic accuracy, one ought to multiply the leading-order (LO) result by
a double logarithmic Sudakov suppression factor like that for the plain jet mass. The
leading order result then appears as a single-logarithmic prefactor in front of a resummed
double-logarithmic Sudakov exponent, as we shall see in the next section.



























where the rst term on the r.h.s. contains the leading logarithms in  while the second term



































Figure 1. Lund diagrams representing the two contributions to the all-ordered resummed mass
distribution. Left: the emission that dominates the jet mass also has the largest kt; right: there is
an emission with larger kt than the kt of the emissions which dominates the mass.
2.3 All-orders resummation and comparison to Monte Carlo results
Eqs. (2.12), (2.13) can be easily generalised to all orders. To LL accuracy, one has to
consider only the situation where the highest kt emission dominates the jet mass. A jet-
mass veto then applies to all other real emissions. This situation is depicted in the gure
(\Lund diagram") to the left in gure 1. The emission denoted with a black dot sets the jet
mass i.e. satises 1  x121 = . The blue shaded region corresponds to emissions that give
a contribution to the mass x2 >  and hence are vetoed. Considering these emissions to be
emitted according to an \independent emission" pattern the veto condition gives a Sudakov
suppression factor represented by the blue shaded area in the gure which is identical to
the suppression factor obtained for the plain jet mass at leading-logarithmic accuracy. In
addition to this, emissions with a higher transverse momentum which set a lower mass than
 are also vetoed since we assumed that the emission which sets the mass is the highest kt
emission. This is denoted by the red shaded area in the gure but as this region produces
only terms that are subleading in  we shall not consider it for the moment. Finally, we
also have to consider the Y-splitter constraint which for this conguration corresponds to
x1 > y where the line x = y is shown in red in the gure. The all-orders xed-coupling




















; (for  < y); (2.15)
while for  > y the result is that for the plain mass distribution. Eq. (2.15) corresponds to
the result reported already in eq. (1.1) and quoted in ref. [24]. Note that a similar result
is obtained also for the case of Y-pruning in the regime s ln
1
zcut
ln 1  1 (see eq. 5.10b of
ref. [8]).
It is simple to include running-coupling corrections both in the prefactor i.e. those

















hard-collinear emissions may be treated by using the full splitting function in the prefactor
and the Sudakov exponent, yielding the modied leading logarithmic approximation. Lastly
we can also include nite y corrections into the prefactor as they may be of numerical
signicance since they occur already at leading order (see eq. (2.6)).





























and one has P (x1) = CF pgq(x1) for quark jets, while identical considerations hold for
gluon jets with use of the appropriate splitting functions for gluon branching to gluons
and quarks. In the above expression and the remainder of the text, the arguments of the
running coupling have to be understood as factors of p2tR
2. Explicit expressions for Rplain
as well as for all the other Sudakov exponents used for the analytic results and plots in
this paper are given in appendix A.
In the present case, if y becomes small enough, we can also perform an all-order
resummation of the logarithms of 1=y. Such terms, which are formally at the level of
subleading logarithms in , were already identied in our xed-order NLO calculation, see
eq. (2.14). In order to resum them we will have to consider also situations where the highest
transverse momentum emission does not set the jet mass. To write a general resummed
result it is convenient to return to the Lund diagrams in gure 1. The gure on the left
denotes, as we stated before, the situation where the highest transverse momentum emission
both passes the Y-splitter constraint and also sets the mass, with a veto on higher mass
emissions. Now however we also account for the contribution from the red shaded region
that corresponds to an additional veto on emissions with a higher transverse momentum
than the emission which sets the mass. The gure on the right denotes a second situation
where there is an emission k2 which is the highest kt emission i.e. 2 > 1. The red shaded
region now denotes the additional veto on any emissions with transverse momentum greater
than 2. The blue region as before corresponds to a veto on emissions with larger mass than
 = 1 and the Y-splitter condition now corresponds to 
2
2 > y where the line x
22 = y
is shown in the gure.
Taking both the above described situations into account one can write the result as





























6Note that here and henceforth we shall only specify the transition points in a small y approximation.
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Figure 2. Comparison of our analytic results (right) with Pythia simulations (left) for two values
of y. For the analytic curves, the solid lines correspond to eq. (2.18), i.e. include the all-order
resummation of the logarithms of y, while the dashed lines correspond to eq. (2.16), i.e. do not
include the resummation of the logarithms of y.
where the rst term in large brackets comes from the Lund diagram on the left and the sec-













 (x > ) ; (2.19)
which arises from a veto on transverse momentum of emissions above the scale kt while at
the same time imposing that the mass of the vetoed emissions is lower than , as required
for taking into account the red shaded regions in the Lund diagrams of gure 1.
This expression can be simplied quite signicantly: one rst splits the second line
into a contribution with x1 > y and a contribution with  < x1 < y. After integration over
x2 and 2 and combining the contribution from x1 > y with the rst line of (2.18) one can



























where we have restored the nite y corrections in the leading contribution (rst term). The
correction term one thus obtains relative to (2.16) has a prefactor proportional to s ln
y

multiplied by a Sudakov-like factor, starting at order s and resumming terms of the form
ns ln
2n 1
y . This is consistent with the result obtained at NLO in eq. (2.14).
In order to validate our analytic results, we have compared them to Monte-Carlo sim-
ulations. We have used Pythia (v8.186) [30] with the 4C tune [31] to generate qq ! qq
events at parton level with
p
s = 13 TeV. Jets are reconstructed with the anti-kt algo-

















satisfy pt > 3 TeV and rapidity jyj < 4. Unless explicitly mentioned otherwise, the same
setup is used for all the subsequent Monte-Carlo simulations in this paper.
The comparison to our analytic calculations is shown in gure 2 with Pythia on the
left and our results on the right. All our results include the contribution from the full split-
ting function including hard-collinear eects to the Sudakov exponent, and use a 1-loop
approximation for the running of the strong coupling with s(MZ) = 0:1383. This value
matches the one used in Pythia for the nal-state shower. Furthermore, the plot with our
analytic results includes both the leading logarithmic result described in eq. (2.16) (dashed
curves) as well as the result augmented to include resummation of double logarithms in y,
eq. (2.18) (solid curves) for two values of y. We note rstly the good overall agreement
with Monte Carlo results for both variants of the analytics, which indicates that our modi-
ed leading-logarithmic results successfully explain the performance of Y-splitter on QCD
background jets. The observed dierences between analytics and Monte Carlo can arise
due to dierent treatment of next-to-leading logarithmic eects such as those due to soft
emissions at large angles and initial state radiation included in the Monte Carlo studies
but left out of our resummed calculations.
It is noteworthy that the ln y resummation although a visible eect, is fairly modest.
The essential dependence of the results on y is already captured by the leading-logarithmic
resummation of eq. (2.16).
3 Y-splitter with grooming
In this section we shall consider the Y-splitter method supplemented with grooming pro-
cedures, specically the modied mass-drop tagger (equivalently SoftDrop  = 0) and
trimming. The eectiveness of applying grooming subsequent to the use of Y-splitter on
a jet has been clearly demonstrated in the Monte Carlo studies carried out in ref. [24].
There it was shown that while Y-splitter alone has a very poor signal eciency (similar
to that for an ungroomed jet which is severely aected by ISR and Underlying Event),
grooming makes a considerable dierence to the performance of Y-splitter on signal jets.
On the other hand we have already seen that on QCD background jets Y-splitter gives a
double-logarithmic Sudakov type factor multiplying a single logarithmic prefactor, which
implies a desirable strong suppression of background. As already mentioned in the intro-
duction, the key observation made in ref. [24] was that using Y-splitter with grooming did
not signicantly alter the performance of Y-splitter on background jets, in the sense that
applying a grooming procedure after one imposes a Y -splitter cut does not alter the double-
logarithmic Sudakov behaviour for the QCD background. This fact coupled with the great
improvement seen in signal eciency resulted in Y-splitter+grooming outperforming other
standard taggers for signal signicance at high pt . Here we seek to understand from a rst
principles viewpoint why grooming does not appear to strongly impact the basic perfor-
mance of Y-splitter on background. We start by studying Y-splitter with trimming in the

















3.1 Y-splitter with trimming: xed-order results
To study the impact of trimming on Y-splitter, we shall consider taking a jet accepted by
Y-splitter and then apply trimming to it. It is important to highlight that it is crucial to
apply the Y-splitter condition on the plain jet and apply grooming afterwards. We show
in appendix B that applying grooming rst and then imposing the Y-splitter condition on
the groomed jet leads to a smaller suppression of the QCD background.
We shall set the fcut parameter of trimming to be equal to the parameter y of Y-splitter,
a choice that will become clear presently.7 We rstly note that, at leading order, for a soft
emission to pass Y-splitter it must have an energy fraction x > y. When one applies
trimming afterwards such an emission is unaected as, with our choice of fcut trimming
removes only emissions with x < y. Thus at leading-order Y-splitter with trimming trivially
returns the same result as Y-splitter alone.
We shall now examine the role of trimming at the NLO level. Let us consider that the
mass of the nal jet after grooming is set by an emission k1. In other words, we rst impose
the Y-splitter cut on the plain jet and, if it passes, we compute the trimmed jet mass.
At order 2s we have to consider both a second real emission k2 as well as a virtual











d2 (I1 + I2 + I3 + I4) (3.1)
with






 (2 < ) 
in
2 ; (3.2)













 (2 < ) 
in
1 ; (3.4)
I4 =   (  1) (x1 > y); (3.5)
where we introduced the shorthand notations ini and 
out
i to represent that emission ki
is respectively left in or removed by trimming. We recall the condition for an emission to
be removed by trimming is
outi = 1 ini = (xi < y) (i > r); (3.6)
with r  RtrimR and Rtrim the trimming radius.
Let us detail the physical origin of these dierent contributions. The contribution I1
contains the conditions on x1; x2; 1; 2 such that k1 sets the mass ( = 1) and has the
higher transverse momentum, 1 > 2. It also contains the condition for the Y-splitter cut
7If we keep into account nite y corrections, we should actually use fcut = y=(1 + y), which is what we
have done in practice in our Monte Carlo simulations.
8Since we explained the approximations we have made in the previous section we shall no longer explicitly

















to pass 21=(1 + 2) > y, and the condition that k2 is left in by trimming represented by
in2 . Lastly it contains the veto on the mass  > 2 such that emission k2 cannot set the
mass. Likewise I2 contains the conditions that emerge when k2 is removed by trimming
which itself corresponds to the condition out2 . For both I1 and I2, the Y-splitter condition
implies x1 > y and therefore guarantees that emission k1 is left in by trimming. These
congurations reproduce the leading-logarithmic terms of the pure Y-splitter cut, and also
generate subleading contributions coming from the region where k2 is removed by trimming
and has 2 > .
9 I3 represents the situation when k1 is the lower transverse momentum
emission and sets the mass. In this case, the Y-splitter condition implies x2 > y, i.e.
emission k2 is kept by trimming, and we thus have to impose that 2 < 1. We also have to
impose that emission k1 is left in by trimming corresponding to 
in
1 . Lastly I4 corresponds
to the situation when k2 is virtual and all that is required is for k1 to pass the Y-splitter cut.
A comment is due about the Y-splitter condition used in the above formulae eqs. (3.2){
(3.4). In situations where emission k1 dominates the mass even though emission k2 is not
groomed away it is possible, at leading logarithmic accuracy, to replace 1 + 2 in the
denominator of the Y-splitter constraints by  = 1. Specically this applies to the I1
and I3 terms above. We have however chosen to treat the Y-splitter constraint exactly in
all terms since in the term involving I2, where emission k2 is groomed away, there is no
condition on 2 requiring it to be less than . Retaining the exact Y-splitter constraint in all
terms proves convenient for reorganising and combining various contributions as we shall
do below, while only diering from the leading-logarithmic simplication by subleading
terms which we do not control.
Given that one of the main observations motivating this work is that the use of groom-
ing techniques does not drastically modify the background rejection obtained with Y-
splitter alone, it is of interest to express the calculations as grooming-induced corrections
to those already carried out for Y-splitter. To this end, in the contribution involving I1
let us replace in2 with 1 out2 which splits the contribution from I1 into two pieces I1 =
I full1  Iout1 . The contribution from I full1 , where we can use 1+2  1 in the Y-splitter con-
dition, is just the same as the corresponding leading term for the pure Y-splitter case. It can
be combined with the virtual term I4 (which is also identical to the pure Y-splitter case) to
produce the NLO leading-logarithmic result we reported earlier for Y-splitter, cf. eqs. (2.15)
and (2.16). We can apply a similar procedure for the term I3 such that I3 = I full3   Iout3 ,
where I full3 is the contribution to the pure Y-splitter case from the situation that the the
highest kt emission passes Y-splitter but does not set the jet mass. Recall that this congu-
ration produces only terms beyond our formal leading-logarithmic accuracy (cf. the second
term in eq. (2.20)). The remaining terms, all involving out2 , constitute the trimming-












+ F trim;a + F trim;b (3.7)

































[1  (2 < )] out2 ;
(3.8)
which arises from combining the contributions from I2 and  Iout1 and















which arises from the  Iout3 term.
At this stage, within our accuracy we can replace 1 + 2 by 2 in (3.8) and by 1
in (3.9). We can then express the constraints in eq. (3.8) in the form












[1  (2 < )] out2 : (3.10)
We note that the above implies the condition x1 > y and 
out
2 imposes the condition
x2 < y since emission k2 has to be removed by trimming. Thus we have that x1=x2 > x1=y.










































The above result has a simple interpretation. The veto on emissions that one places
for the case of pure Y-splitter is modied by the action of trimming. In the region where
emissions are removed by trimming, emissions are no longer subject to the direct constraint
that the mass must be less than , which represents the subtraction of the  (2 < ) veto
condition in the out2 region. However emissions in this region, even though they are
removed by trimming, are still subject to the constraint k2t1=m
2
j > y which is the Y-
splitter cut and where m2j is the squared invariant mass of the ungroomed jet, to which all
emissions, including those removed eventually by grooming, do contribute. Thus one gets
the correction to pure Y-splitter given by eq. (3.12), from those congurations where the
highest kt emission sets the nal jet mass.
10
It is simple to calculate F trim;a(b). The form of the result depends on the value of 
and there are various regimes that emerge. In what follows we shall choose values such
that r2 < y, as is common for phenomenological purposes, although our main conclusions
will be unchanged by making a dierent choice. One has:


















 The regime  < y2r2.
Here we nd






















F trim;a + F trim;b = 0: (3.15)
The above results are noteworthy since they indicate that in the small  limit, ! 0,
where one may regard resummation of logarithms of  to be most important, the
overall correction to Y-splitter vanishes at our leading-logarithmic accuracy. This is
also the essential reason for the fact that trimming does not appear to signicantly
modify the performance of Y-splitter on background jets, as the basic structure of a
Sudakov form factor suppression at small  is left unchanged.
 The regime y2r2 <  < yr2.
One obtains




















while for F trim;b the result coincides with that quoted in eq. (3.14). Thus we have
for the full correction from trimming:











It is instructive to examine the behaviour of eq. (3.17) at the transition points: for  =












 The regime y2 >  > yr2.
Here one gets




















On the other hand the result for F trim;b in this region is


























i.e. independent of .


















 The regime y >  > y2.
Here one obtains





















The result for F trim;b in this region remains the same as in eq. (3.20) so that






























which matches on to eq. (3.21) at  = y2 and vanishes at  = y.
For  > y the functions F trim;a(b) vanish and there is no correction to Y-splitter which
itself coincides with the plain jet mass.
To summarise, we nd that, in the formal small  limit, we recover the same result as
for the pure Y-splitter case at this order (see the region  < y2r2). As we move towards
larger values of  i.e. beyond  = y2r2, we nd that the result becomes substantially more
complicated. We nd transition points at y2r2, yr2, y2 and y which arise due to the use of
trimming. The result in all these regions contains logarithms of  along with logarithms of y
( as well as ln r terms) . However in these regions logarithms of  cannot be considered to be
dominant over other logarithms such as those in y. To get a better feeling for the size of the
corrections to the pure Y-splitter case in various regions it is helpful to look at the behaviour
at the transition points. At  = y2r2 the correction due to trimming vanishes while at
 = yr2 one nds an overall correction varying as 1
2
s ln
3 y which is formally well beyond our
leading-logarithmic accuracy in , although enhanced by logarithms of y. The behaviour at
other transition points is similarly highly subleading in  though containing logarithms in y.
As we have already noted before resummation of ln y enhanced terms has only a modest ef-
fect and does not aect our understanding of the basic behaviour of the tagger (see gure 2).
The xed-order results of this section already explain why the action of trimming
following the application of Y-splitter only changes the performance of Y-splitter at a
subleading level. It is simple to carry out a resummed calculation valid at the leading
logarithmic level in  but with only an approximate treatment of subleading terms. Such a
resummed calculation is in fact seen to be in qualitative agreement with Monte Carlo stud-
ies. However a feature of the result obtained with trimming, which is perhaps undesirable
from a phenomenological viewpoint, is the position of multiple transition points in the nal
result. While these transition points are not as visible as for the case of pure trimming itself
(see ref. [8]) it may nevertheless be desirable to think of using grooming methods which are
known to have less transition points in conjunction with Y-splitter. To this end we shall
rst investigate the modied mass drop tagger (mMDT) at xed-order before addressing
the question of resummation and comparisons to Monte Carlo of Y-splitter with grooming.
3.2 Y-splitter with mMDT: xed-order results
The NLO calculation for Y-splitter with mMDT proceeds similarly to the case of the Y-

















to the pure Y-splitter case at this order, we arrive at functions FmMDT;a(b) which can be
computed exactly like F trim;a(b) with the only dierence being in the condition out2 for
removal of emission k2 by the mMDT as well as condition 
in
1 = 1   out1 which diers
from the trimming case. To be more explicit, for mMDT to remove the emission k2 one
has that out2 =  (2 > 1)  (x2 < y) since mMDT would not reach emission k2 if it were
at smaller angle than k1, as k1 passes the mMDT cut.
In contrast to trimming, the nal result contains only two transition points at for  = y2
and  = y. We obtain for the correction to Y-splitter FmMDT = FmMDT;a +FmMDT;b such
that:












This agrees with the result for trimming at yr2 <  < y2, quoted in eq. (3.21).
 For y >  > y2.
Here again the result is identical to that obtained for trimming i.e. the sum of F trim;a
and F trim;b in the same region.
Note that one can alternatively obtain the mMDT results by taking the limit r ! 0 in the
trimming results.
As before, for  > y one obtains no correction from grooming or Y-splitter and the re-
sult for the plain mass is recovered, meaning once more that grooming will not substantially
aect the small- behaviour of Y-splitter.
In summary using mMDT as a groomer produces a result that, as for the case of
trimming, produces only subleading corrections in terms of logarithms of  and hence leaves
the pure Y-splitter Sudakov unaltered at leading logarithmic level in the limit of small .
The subleading terms carry enhancements involving logarithms of y as for trimming, but
there are fewer transition points for mMDT than trimming, which is certainly a desirable
feature from a phenomenological viewpoint.
3.3 All-orders calculation and comparisons to Monte-Carlo results
As explicitly shown via xed-order calculations in the previous section, the use of grooming
methods subsequent to the application of Y-splitter does not modify the leading logarithmic
results in a small  resummation. It is straightforward to see that this statement extends
beyond xed-order to all perturbative orders and is the reason why previous Monte Carlo
studies [24] observed that the performance of Y-splitter on background jets is not funda-
mentally altered by groomers.
Beyond the leading logarithmic level however the situation with Y-splitter becomes
more complicated when one introduces grooming. For trimming there are multiple transi-
tion points that are obtained in addition to the transition point at  = y, which is already
present for pure Y-splitter. For values of  which are larger than y2r2, the structure of the

















therefore wonder about the practical impact of such formally subleading corrections on the
tagger behaviour. It is therefore of some interest to write down a resummed result that
goes beyond leading-logarithmic accuracy in  and captures some of the formally sublead-
ing terms that emerge in the various regimes we have identied, such as those enhanced
by logarithms of y.
It proves to be relatively straightforward to carry out the same kind of resummation as
reected by eqs. (2.18) and (2.20) for the pure Y-splitter case, which retain both leading
logarithms in  and those in y. In appendix C we carry out a resummed calculation along



































(x < y) (21=y > x
2 > ): (3.26)
One can fairly easily show that the second line in (3.25) only brings subleading logarithmic
contributions (in ln ), so that the LL result is fully given by the rst line in (3.25) and cor-
responds to the LL result for pure Y-splitter. This can be obtained from the following obser-
vations. The Rkt factors, already encountered before, bring at most subleading corrections
proportional to s ln
2 y. Then, since 21=y = x1=y and y < x1 < 1, Rout()   Rout(21=y)
can at most bring single-logarithmic corrections proportional to s ln  ln y. This remains
valid for Rout()   Rout(22=y) since ln(21=22) can at most introduce logarithms of y (see
appendix C for more details) .
Alternatively, it is instructive to evaluate (3.25) with a xed-coupling approximation.
Assuming, for simplicity, that  < y2, and working in the soft-collinear approximation































































In the above expression, the factor in front of the exponential as well as the rst term
in the exponential only yield terms of the form (s ln

















exponential will lead to both (s ln
2 y)n and (s ln y ln )
n contributions. These are both
subleading compared to our desired leading-logarithmic accuracy in  so that (3.30) will
lead to the sCF ln
1
ye
 Rplain() result plus subleading contributions as expected.
While a complete evaluation of the integral over x in (3.30) is not particularly illumi-
nating | it would give an error function | it is interesting to expand it to second order



























which correctly reproduces the sum of (2.14) and (3.24).
Our result eq. (3.25) shows that the leading logarithmic results obtained for Y-splitter
with mMDT coincide with those for pure Y-splitter since the factor in the big square
bracket only generates subleading corrections to the pure Y-splitter result. This result also
contains the resummation of leading logarithmic terms in y, which are subleading from the
point of view of ln  resummation. The analytic results for mMDT with ln y resummation
are plotted in gure 3. Also plotted for reference is the leading logarithmic resummed
result, which is independent of whether we groom with mMDT or trimming, or not at
all. We can see that, as also observed before for the pure Y-splitter case, resummation
of ln y terms brings only modest dierences compared to the leading logarithmic answer.
In gure 3 the plot on the left shows the results obtained with Monte Carlo studies for
Y-splitter with trimming and mMDT compared to pure Y-splitter.11 The plot rearms
our observation that grooming does not alter the essential feature of a Sudakov suppression
at small . The Monte Carlo result for trimming also shows some hints of the transition
in behaviour induced by subleading terms and is correspondingly less smooth than the
mMDT result which has fewer transition points.
We note that while we have performed a ln y resummation in order to assess their
impact on the LL result we do not claim that these terms are numerically more important
(for practically used values of y) than other subleading in  eects we have neglected, such
as non-global logarithms and multiple emission eects. Non-global logarithms in particular
are known to have a substantial impact on the peak height of the jet-mass spectrum [20].
However these other eects are harder to treat and hence we used the ln y resummation as
a convenient method to assess the impact of some subleading terms on the LL result.
4 Variants
4.1 Y-splitter with mass declustering
We have seen in the previous section that beyond the strict leading logarithmic approxima-
tion in ln 1 , the behaviour of the tools can be quite complex, especially when we combine
Y-splitter with grooming. In this section, we discuss a small modication to the denition
of Y-splitter that largely simplies this calculation and has the fringe benet of coming
with a small performance enhancement.
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Y-split+any (no log(y) resum)
Y-split+plain (with log(y) resum)
Y-split+mMDT (with log(y) resum)
Figure 3. Comparison of our analytic results (right) with Pythia simulations (left) for dierent
choices of grooming. For the analytic curves, we show the result including only the leading loga-
rithms in , eq. (2.16), valid independently of the groomer, as well as the results including the resum-
mation of the ln y terms for the pure Y-splitter case, eq. (2.20), and the mMDT jet mass, eq. (3.25).
Most of the complication in the calculations we have done so far comes from the fact
that the emission which passes the Y-splitter cut is the highest kt emission, which can be
dierent from the emission that dominates the mass. Such congurations produce only
terms beyond leading-logarithmic (LL) accuracy but as we have seen their structure is
rather involved. The discussion and results beyond LL would clearly be simpler if the kt
scale entering Y-splitter was directly calculated based on the emission that dominates the
jet mass. One can readily achieve this by replacing the kt declustering by a generalised-kt
declustering with p = 1=2 which respects the ordering in mass so that the emission that
passes Y-splitter is also the emission that dominates the jet mass.12 If we consider a soft
emission with momentum fraction x1 at an angle 1, which dominates the mass, this would





= x1 > y: (4.1)
More precisely if we choose to include nite y corrections one obtains
(min (x1; 1  x1))2 21
x1(1  x1)21






We denote this variant Ym-splitter, where the subscript m refers to the fact that we now
use a mass-ordered declustering procedure. Regardless of whether we ultimately measure
the jet mass without grooming or the groomed jet mass, Ym-splitter computed on the plain
jet will always impose that the emission that dominates the plain jet mass has a momentum
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Figure 4. Comparison of our analytic result eq. (2.16) (right) with Pythia simulations (left) for
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Figure 5. Ratio of mass distribution obtained with (kt-ordered) Y-splitter divided by the mass
distribution obtained with (mass-ordered) Ym-splitter. We compare our analytic results (right)
with Pythia simulations (left).
fraction larger than y. In the case where we measure the plain jet mass, we would therefore





On top of that, the Ym-splitter condition guarantees that the emission dominating
the plain mass also passes the trimming (or mMDT) condition. We would therefore also
recover (2.16) for the Ym-splitter+grooming case, as only emissions that do not essentially

















Comparisons between Monte-Carlo simulations, still using Pythia8 at parton level, and
the analytic expectation (2.16) are presented in gure 4. We clearly see that our analytic
result captures very well the shape observed in the Monte-Carlo simulation. It also appears
that dierences between the ungroomed case and the two groomed cases are smaller than
what was observed for the standard Y-splitter case discussed in the previous two sections
(see e.g. gure 3), as one would expect from the analytical viewpoint. It appears also
that using Ym-splitter comes with a fringe benet, namely the fact that it suppresses the
mass spectrum somewhat more than Y-splitter does. As an additional test of our analytic
calculations, we can compare the dierence between our results for the mass-ordered case
eq. (2.20) and eq. (2.16) representing our result for the usual kt ordered Y-splitter to Monte-
Carlo results. This is shown in gure 5 and, bearing in mind that our analytic calculation
only resums contributions maximally enhanced by ln 1y , shows a good agreement between
the two sides of the gure. Figure 5 also illustrates the fact that the dierence between Y-
and Ym-splitter essentially behaves like ln
y
 up to running coupling corrections.
A comment is due about dierences between the groomed and ungroomed jet mass
after imposing the Ym-splitter condition. We would still expect these dierences to appear
at subleading logarithmic orders in  but they would not be enhanced by double logarithms
of y. It is also interesting to notice that while most of the NLL corrections to the overall
exp[ Rplain()] Sudakov factor would be the same as for the plain jet mass, the correction
due to multiple emissions would be dierent. This can be understood from the fact that,
if several emissions, (x1; 1); : : : (xn; n) contribute signicantly to the plain jet mass, only










which is no longer as simple as (4.1), albeit more constraining. One can still carry out a re-
summation with this exact condition but it leads to more complicated expressions which go
beyond the scope of this paper and beyond the accuracy we have aimed for here. Note that
at the same, single-logarithmic, order of accuracy, one would anyway have to include addi-
tional contributions, in particular the non-trivial contribution from non-global logarithms.
4.2 Y-splitter with mass declustering and a z cut
It is possible to further simplify the analytic computations by having the Y-splitter con-
dition behave like a zcut rather than a ycut, in a spirit similar to what was proposed for
the MassDropTagger in [8].13 As before, we rst decluster the jet using the generalised kt
algorithm with p = 1=2 to obtain two subjets j1 and j2. We then impose the condition
zcut  min(pt1; pt2)
pt1 + pt2
> z: (4.4)
As for the case of a mass declustering with a ycut, this would lead to (2.16) at leading
logarithmic accuracy in ln 1 , and be free of subleading corrections enhanced by logarithms
13In the case of a zcut-based Ym-splitter, the mMDT and trimming would also use directly the parameter
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Figure 6. Mass distributions obtained after imposing a Ym-splitter condition with a zcut instead
of a ycut, followed by an optional grooming (mMDT or trimming) step. The plot compares our
analytic results including multiple-emission corrections (right) to Pythia simulations (left).
of z. Moreover, if multiple emissions, (x1; 1); : : : (xn; n), contribute to the plain jet mass,
with x1
2
1  xi2i , the Ym-splitter condition will give
zcut = x1 > z: (4.5)
which is signicantly simpler than the corresponding condition with a ycut, eq. (4.3). This is
valid independently of which mass, groomed or ungroomed, we decide to measure. However,
even if we apply a grooming procedure, the Ym-splitter condition (4.5) guarantees that the
emission (x1; 1) which dominates the jet mass is kept by grooming and dominates also the
groomed jet mass. The multiple-emission correction to the measured jet mass, groomed
or ungroomed, will therefore be sensitive to all the emissions, including (x1; 1), kept in
the jet used to measure the mass. Their resummation leads to the standard form [35] for
additive observables exp( ER0mass)= (1+R0mass), where R0mass is the ln 1 -derivative of the
Sudakov associated with the mass we consider i.e. either the plain jet mass or the groomed


























(x2   ) in; (4.7)
where the in imposes that the emission is kept by grooming, or is set to 1 for the plain
jet mass.

































Figure 7. Lund diagram corresponding to Y-splitter applied on a pre-groomed jet with SoftDrop.
The shadowed area corresponds to the region allowed by SoftDrop and entering into the Sudakov
factor. The dashed (red) line corresponds to the Ym-splitter condition.
Despite the simplicity of the analytic results, and the fact that the general shape is
well reproduced by the analytic results, one should note that the Monte-Carlo simulations
show a slightly larger spread between the dierent groomers than what was observed with
a ycut Ym-splitter condition, indicating a larger impact of subleading terms for the zcut
condition. A complete calculation at the single-logarithmic accuracy would however re-
quire the inclusion of several additional eects like soft-and-large-angle emissions, 2-loop
corrections to the running of the strong coupling and non-global logarithms.
Furthermore, the mass spectrum is slightly higher at small masses with a zcut than
with a ycut, and we should therefore expect a slightly better tagging performance for the
latter. This can be seen directly in the Monte-Carlo plots in gures 4 and 6, and ought to
be apparent from an analytic calculation including multiple emissions also for the ycut case.
Physically, we attribute that to the fact that the Ym-splitter condition including multiple
emissions is more constraining in the case of a ycut, eq. (4.3), than with a zcut, eq. (4.5).
Conversely, as was already observed for a zcut-based compared to a ycut-based
mMDT [8], one should expect a zcut-based Ym-splitter to be less sensitive to non-
perturbative eects than a ycut-based Ym-splitter. We will conrm this in our study of
non-perturbative eects in section 5.
4.3 Y-splitter with SoftDrop pre-grooming
There is one last possible adaptation of the Y-splitter method that we wish to introduce.
Our original motivation to combine Y-splitter with grooming was to reduce the sensitivity
of the plain jet mass to non-perturbative eects, especially important for the consequent
loss of signal eciency. We have then considered the mMDT and trimming as possible

















the Y-splitter condition on the plain jet mass and use grooming to determine the nal jet
mass after applying the Y-splitter condition.
There is however an alternative, and in some sense intermediate, possibility. Instead of
using the modied MassDropTagger or trimming we can groom the jet using SoftDrop [13].
More precisely, one rst applies a SoftDrop procedure | with parameters cut < ycut and
 | to the jet in order to reduce the non-perturbative eects and, after this pre-grooming
step, we impose the Y-splitter condition on the pre-groomed jet.
In practice, this would be very similar to the case of the plain jet mass discussed in
section 2 except that it would apply to a SoftDropped jet in which soft and large-angle
emissions have been groomed away. Focusing on the Ym-splitter case, i.e. using a mass



































As for the \pure" Ym-splitter case discussed in section 4.1, this result captures the
leading behaviour, without any additional subleading logarithms of ycut to resum. Fur-
thermore, (4.8) is also largely unaected by a possible mMDT or trimming one would
apply after the Ym-splitter condition since the latter guarantees that the emission that
dominates the mass carries a momentum fraction larger than ycut.
14
Compared to the pure Y-splitter case, eq. (2.16), we should expect the pre-groomed
result (4.8) to show a worse performance. This is due to the fact that SoftDrop grooms away
a region of the phase-space that would otherwise be constrained in the ungroomed case,
resulting into a smaller Sudakov suppression for the SoftDrop+Y-splitter case compared to
the pure Y-splitter case. Conversely, the region which is groomed away is also the region
which is expected to be the most aected by non-perturbative eects, the Underlying Event
in particular. We should therefore expect the pre-groomed Y-splitter to be more robust
against non-perturbative eects. This will be made explicit in the next section.
Note also that, although we have advocated so far that it is important to apply the
groomer after the Y-splitter condition, here we apply the grooming procedure rst. This
makes sense since we here apply a much gentle grooming procedure | SoftDrop with
positive  | and, as a consequence, we still benet from a large Sudakov suppression.
Finally, we have compared our analytic result (4.8) with Pythia8 Monte-Carlo simula-
tions in gure 8 and we see once again that it does capture the overall behaviour. We also
notice in the Monte-Carlo simulations that once the pre-grooming step has been applied,
the eect of an extra grooming (mMDT or trimming) has almost no eect.
14Dierences between groomers would still apply due to sub-leading single logarithmic terms coming from
multiple-emission contributions to the jet mass. Note also that in the case of trimming, there would be an
interference between the SoftDrop and trimming conditions when the latter starts cutting angles smaller
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Figure 8. The solid (red) curve on the left plot shows the mass distribution obtained with Pythia8
by rst applying a SoftDrop pre-grooming with cut = 0:05 and  = 2 and then imposing the
Ym-splitter condition ycut > y. For the dashed and dash-dotted lines on the left plot we have then
applied an extra grooming step (trimming and the mMDT, respectively). The right plot shows the
corresponding LL analytic prediction (4.8) which is common to all three setups.
5 Non-perturbative eects
Our discussion has so far focused on pure perturbative eects. It is nevertheless also
important to assess the size of non-perturbative eects, which we would like to be as small
as possible, for better theoretical control.
While for a perturbative understanding of taggers one can use methods based on rst
principles of QCD, for understanding the role of non-perturbative corrections this is much
less straightforward. Non-perturbative corrections at hadron colliders originate both from
hadronisation corrections as well as from the Underlying Event and can have a substantial
eect on tagger performances. For hadronisation there exist analytical approaches such as
the Dokshitzer-Webber model based on a universal infrared nite extension of the QCD
coupling [36] or the Korchemsky-Sterman approach based on shape functions [37] which
have both been used to make predictions for power-corrections to event shape variables.
The Dokshitzer-Webber model has also been used to successfully describe the hadroni-
sation corrections to jet transverse momenta and masses and in particular their radius
dependence [38]. On the other hand more recent studies [39] have shown that in order to
predict the magnitude of the eect over a wide range of pt one has to account for potential
dependence on pt of the hadronisation corrections, which is currently missing from the
Dokshitzer-Webber model designed for LEP studies. While such theoretical developments
would be interesting and important, in their current absence one has to rely on Monte
Carlo event generators. On the other hand for the Underlying Event while one can once
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Figure 9. Signal and background eciencies for a few selected tagging methods. the left-hand plot
corresponds to signal (W jets) and the right-hand plot to background (quark) jets. For both plots,
full events, including hadronisation and the Underlying Event, have been used. Dierent point types
(and colours) correspond to dierent grooming (or pre-grooming) methods; solid (resp. dashed) lines
are obtained applying a Ym-splitter ycut (resp. zcut) condition. Details are given in the main text.
ations, it is even less straightforward to link the magnitude and scale of the Underlying
Event to rst principles of QCD and this again points to the need to use event generators
to determine these corrections.
Hence in order to estimate non-perturbative eects, we have used Pythia8 with tune
4C [31] to simulate W jets (our signal, obtained from WW events) and quark jets (our
background, obtained from qq ! qq Born-level events). For each event, we select the
(plain) jets passing a given pt cut that we shall vary between 250 GeV and 3 TeV and then
apply one of the tagging procedures used in this paper to obtain a mass distribution for the
signal and background jets. For Y-splitter, we have used a ycut (or zcut) of 0.1, adapting
the mMDT and trimming energy cut accordingly. Finally, in order to obtain the signal and
background eciencies we have kept jets which, after the whole procedure, have a mass
between 60 and 100 GeV. All eciencies presented in this section are normalised to the
total inclusive jet cross-section to obtain (W or quark) jets above the given pt cut.
Throughout this paper, we have considered a large range of Y-splitter conditions (kt or
mass declustering, ycut or zcut) and grooming options (ungroomed jets, mMDT, trimming
or pre-grooming). It is hopeless to compare all possible combinations in a human-readable
plot. We have therefore selected a few representative cases to illustrate both signal-v-
background performance and sensitivity to non-perturbative eects. Between Y-splitter
and Ym-splitter conditions, we have limited ourselves to the latter, since it has a slightly
better performance than the former.15 We have considered both a ycut and a zcut type of
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Figure 10. Non-perturbative corrections for signal (left) and background (right) eciencies due
to hadronisation and the Underlying Event, computed as a ratio of eciencies obtained with and
without non-perturbative eects. Dierent point types (and colours) correspond to dierent groom-
ing (or pre-grooming) methods; solid (resp. dashed) lines are obtained applying a Ym-splitter ycut
(resp. zcut) condition. Details are given in the main text.
condition, using in practice ycut = zcut = 0:1. We have then studied 4 grooming options: the
ungroomed (or pure) case which acts as a baseline, mMDT and trimming both applied after
the Ym-splitter condition, and SoftDrop pre-grooming for which the Ym-splitter condition
is applied after the pre-grooming. With a ycut-based Ym-splitter condition, the momentum
fraction used in the mMDT and trimming is set to ycut=(1 + ycut), while for a zcut-based
Ym-Splitter condition it is simply set to zcut. For the SoftDrop pre-grooming, we have set
 = 2 and cut = 0:05.
The signal and background eciencies obtained from our simulations when varying
the boosted jet pt are presented in gure 9 for simulations including hadronisation and
the Underlying Event. This should be considered together with gure 10 where we have
plotted the ratio of the eciencies obtained with hadronisation and the Underlying Event
to those obtained without, as a measure of non-perturbative eects.
For a more direct comparison of the performance of the variants of Y-splitter we have
considered here, we have shown the resulting signal signicance, computed as "S=
p
"B in
gure 11 which again, has to be considered together with the size of non-perturbative
eects shown in gure 10.
Based on this series of plots, we can make several observations. First, for the plain
jet mass case with either Y-splitter option, we see that both the signal and background
eciencies are lower than for the groomed cases. Such a large dierence is in part due
to the much larger sensitivity to the non-perturbative eects, our initial motivation to
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Figure 11. Signal signicance obtained from the eciencies in gure 9. Again, both hadronisation
and the Underlying Event are included. Dierent point types (and colours) correspond to dierent
grooming (or pre-grooming) methods; solid (resp. dashed) lines are obtained applying a Ym-splitter
ycut (resp. zcut) condition. Details are given in the main text.
Next, we had noticed in sections 4.2 and 4.3, based on our analytic calculations, that if
instead of imposing a Ym-splitter condition computed on the plain jet with a ycut, we were
either imposing a zcut condition or pre-grooming the jet with SoftDrop, it would translate
to a larger B. This is indeed conrmed by these Monte-Carlo simulations.
Furthermore, we also observe large dierences in terms of the various sensitivities to
non-perturbative eects. Compared to the pure Y-splitter case, applying grooming (either
trimming or mMDT) reduces the sensitivity to non-perturbative eects, with the mMDT
being slightly less sensitive than trimming (albeit also with a slightly smaller discriminative
power as indicated by the signal signicance).
The same observation can be made about the use of a pre-grooming procedure before
computing Ym-splitter: the background suppression is clearly less pronounced than for all
the other cases considered here, but it only leads to 10% non-perturbative corrections
whereas in the case of Ym-splitter+trimming, which gives the best performance, non-
perturbative eects reach 60%.
We should stress that when a given method suppresses the background more than
another, it also tends to reduce the signal more. It is therefore far from obvious that
a larger background suppression would ultimately lead to a larger signicance, "S=
p
"B.
However, dierences observed in background eciencies are usually exponential | notice
the logarithmic scale on the right-hand plot of gure 9 | and are therefore expected to
have more impact than smaller variations in signal eciencies. The ordering is therefore

















6 Discussion and conclusions
In this paper, we have studied analytically the eect of imposing a Y-splitter condition
on boosted jets. Based on previous work [24] which had shown good performance in
Monte-Carlo simulations, we have considered the combination of a Y-splitter cut together
with a grooming procedure. Specically we have studied the impact of trimming and the
modied MassDropTagger which act here as groomers i.e. serve to limit the impact of
non-perturbative eects on the jet. It is the Y-splitter condition which plays the role of
the tagger, and hence reduces the QCD background.
We have also considered variants of the Y-splitter condition: rst the standard one
dened in terms of a cut on k2t =m
2 (known also as a ycut condition), secondly a variant called
Ym-splitter where the kt scale is computed using a \mass declustering", i.e. by undoing the
last step of a generalised-kt clustering with p = 1=2, and nally replacing the standard ycut
condition by a zcut condition, eq. (4.4), where we cut directly on the subjet momentum
fractions instead of k2t =m
2. For each variant, we then study dierent combinations with
and without grooming. Specically, imposing the Y-splitter condition on the plain jet we
examine the jet mass without any grooming (\Y+plain") or perform subsequent grooming
and study either the trimmed jet mass (\Y+trim") or the mMDT jet mass (\Y+mMDT").
Alternatively, we can apply a more gentle SoftDrop grooming to the jet and then impose
the Y-splitter condition and compute the jet mass on that pre-groomed jet (\SD+Y").
The main result of the paper is that, keeping only the dominant terms enhanced by
logarithms of the jet mass at all orders (LL), the same behaviour is recovered for all these
variants when applied to QCD background jets. It is given by eq. (2.16) or eq. (4.8)
when the Y-splitter condition is computed on the plain jet or the SD jet, respectively.
Furthermore, for QCD jets applying a grooming procedure to compute the jet mass after
imposing the Y-splitter condition only brings subleading corrections, and thus its main
role is to ensure a decent resolution when measuring the jet mass by reducing the non-
perturbative and pileup eects.
Technically, the good performance of the Y-splitter+grooming boosted object tagger
comes from the combination of two eects. Firstly for the pure Y-splitter case (i.e. without
grooming) the QCD background is suppressed relative to the case of the plain jet mass. One
obtains an exponential Sudakov factor, double-logarithmic in the jet mass, which is then
multiplied by a prefactor containing a modest logarithm in ycut, i.e. smaller than for the
plain jet mass where the prefactor has instead a logarithm involving m=pt. Secondly the use
of grooming does not signicantly aect this background suppression due to the fact that it
induces only subleading corrections to the pure Y-splitter case. On the other hand the use
of grooming considerably improves the signal eciency relative to the pure Y-splitter case.
Further, if one considers in more detail the role of subleading corrections induced by
grooming we have seen that they only introduce numerically modest dierences between
the various methods we have considered. While these dierences are clearly visible in
both analytical and Monte Carlo studies, their size is insucient to radically alter the
performance of the the tagger. In some cases we have shown that including a resummation
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Figure 12. Summary plot showing the signal eciency, computed as S=
p
B for events at particle
(full) level, versus the corresponding size of non-perturbative eects, estimated by the ratio of the
background eciency calculated, for a quark-jet sample, at particle (full) level and at parton level.
The dierent points on each curve correspond to dierent values of the jet pt, spanning from 250 GeV
to 3 TeV. Each curve represents a specic method. We show the two variants of Ym-splitter, either
with a standard ycut condition (solid lines) or with a zcut condition (dashed lines, see eq. (4.4)),
with ycut = zcut = 0:1. Results are presented for a Ym-splitter condition computed on the plain jet
followed by a computation of either the plain jet mass (red), the trimmed jet mass (blue) or the
mMDT jet mass (green). For the black curve, we have computed both the Ym-splitter condition and
the mass on a SoftDropped jet with  = 2 and cut = 0:05. Finally, we also added for comparison
the results obtained without the Y-splitter condition for either the plain jet mass or the groomed
jet mass. In all cases, we have required that the mass is between 60 and 100 GeV, and signal and
background eciencies are computed w.r.t. the inclusive jet rate for each pt cut.
the main characteristics of these dierences. Monte-Carlo simulations also conrm that all
the Y-splitter variants we have considered are to a large extent compatible with eq. (2.16).
In order to discuss in detail the physical properties of all these variants and compare
them, several criteria have to be considered. To facilitate the discussion, we have considered
the Monte-Carlo setup described in section 5 and have plotted in gure 12 two important
quantities when considering the performance of a boosted-object tagging method: on the
vertical axis we show the raw performance of the method, measured as usual by the signal
signicance. On the horizontal axis we have a measure of the method's robustness dened
in terms of insensitivity to non-perturbative contributions. Here we have used a non-
perturbative correction factor dened as the ratio of the eciencies at particle (full) and
parton levels and have explicitly considered the case of quark jets, with similar trends

















Our association of robustness of a given tool with the role of non-perturbative correc-
tions should perhaps be claried. As we have mentioned before, non-perturbative eects
cannot be fully estimated using rst principles of QCD. Although one can always use event
generator models for hadronisation and the Underlying Event there can be considerable
variation in results between dierent event generators and also between tunes for a given
generator. As one example of these often substantial dierences, albeit in a slightly dif-
ferent context, the reader is referred to the detailed study of non-perturbative eects in
inclusive jet spectra described in ref. [39]. These sizeable dierences are also to be expected
in the context of boosted jets where they have so far been less extensively constrained (see
e.g. section IV.5 of ref. [40]). Given the existence of such dierences and the potential
dependence on event generator models and tunes it is clearly desirable to at least attempt
to quantify the extent to which dierent taggers receive non-perturbative contributions.
Furthermore, it also becomes important to consider designing tools which give high
performance without relying on large non-perturbative contributions. In that respect, there
have been previous instances of developing such improved tools as for example can be
seen in the much smaller non-perturbative contributions to the modied mass-drop tagger
(in particular when dened with a zcut), or SoftDrop, when compared to the substantial
plain-mass like non-perturbative corrections for tools such as pruning and trimming [8].
Isolating and understanding these tools which systematically show limited non-perturbative
contributions is important for the design of future substructure methods.
Given the above discussion, ideally we want a method with high performance and
robustness, i.e. with a large signal signicance and a non-perturbative correction factor
close to 1. We can then make the following generic observations:
 Eect of grooming. It is obvious from gure 12 that adding grooming improves
considerably both the performance and the robustness. Based on what we have
discussed before, the improvement in performance comes mainly from the impact
on signal eciency. However it is crucial to impose the Y-splitter constraint on the
plain jet instead of the groomed jet, otherwise one only gets a much smaller Sudakov
suppression of the QCD background.16 We should however stress that subleading
corrections sometimes come with several transition points in the mass distribution,
which can be an issue for practical applications in an experimental context.
 kt or mass declustering? As we have seen in our calculations, even though they lead
to the same LL result, the overall analytic structure is found to be much simpler
for the case of mass declustering. In particular, the groomed (trimmed or mMDT)
and plain jet results are given by the LL result with no additional double-logarithmic
contributions in the LL+LLy approximation. Corrections to that result would be
purely single-logarithmic in the jet mass, e.g. coming from multiple emissions. Then,
although it is not explicitly shown in the gure, using mass declustering comes with
a small gain in performance. We traced it back to the absence of the extra terms
between the LL and LL+LLy results.
16In that case, one recovers a Sudakov similar to that of the groomer, which is much smaller than the

















 Trimming or mMDT? At LL accuracy, both give the same perturbative performance.
In practice, at large pt we see that trimming tends to give a slightly better perfor-
mance and is slightly less robust. It remains to be investigated whether this is
generally true or a consequence of our specic choice of parameters (see \A word
of caution" below). Even if it was a general observation, it is not obvious that one
should prefer trimming over the mMDT. Indeed, we have seen that trimming in-
troduces more transition points (and therefore kinks) in the mass distribution than
the mMDT, although they are reduced by the use of Ym-splitter). These can have
undesirable eects in experimental analyses, e.g. for side-band estimates of the back-
grounds or if the signal lies on top of a transition point.
 ycut or zcut? Contrary to the case of kt v. mass declustering, the situation is less
obvious here: the ycut variant shows a better performance, in part traced back to
single-logarithmic eects like multiple emissions, but at the same time the zcut variant
appears less sensitive to non-perturbative eects. The choice between the two is
therefore again a trade-o between performance and robustness. In terms of the
analytic structure of the results, we should point out that the zcut variant is likely
more amenable to a higher logarithmic accuracy resummation more than the ycut
version. In particular it gives a simple expression for the resummation of multiple
emission eects.
 Pre-grooming. We see yet again the same trade-o between performance which is
globally in favour of Ym-splitter+grooming, and robustness which is globally in favour
of pre-grooming. The dierences in performance are explicitly predicted by our ana-
lytic results, already at LL accuracy. The dierences in robustness are also expected
from the fact that Soft-Drop cuts out soft-and-large-angle radiation. It is however
interesting to notice that compared to the results obtained for mMDT, trimming and
SoftDrop alone, the addition of the Ym-splitter condition still results in a sizeable
performance gain.
 A word of caution. We should point out that gure 12 was obtained for one specic
choice of the free parameters like the jet radius, ycut, zcut or mass-window parameters.
In practice, we do not expect to see substantial dierences if we were to adopt a
dierent setup, especially for the main features which are backed up by analytic
calculations. However, some of the dierences observed in gure 12 go beyond our
analytic accuracy and can depend on our choice of parameters. This concerns, in
particular, the subleading dierences observed between trimming and the mMDT, or
details about the precise size of non-perturbative eects.
 Advantages and limitations of the analytical approach. We emphasise that an analyt-
ical approach such as the one we have used here for our studies of Y-splitter and its
combination with groomers, while limited to a perturbative context, oers powerful
information about the performance of jet substructure tools. We have demonstrated
that the essential reason for the notable success of the Y-splitter+grooming combi-

















suppresses the background and is left intact by grooming. At the same time grooming
has a considerable impact on improving the signal and this has also been understood
from an analytical viewpoint in ref. [24].
It is worth noting that our analytical calculations alone do not provide the nal word
when comparing the performance of say Y-splitter with mMDT and Y-splitter with
trimming, since these methods dier by subleading perturbative corrections and sensi-
tivity to non-perturbative eects terms we have not attempted to control. With more
work subleading terms, such as those beyond leading-logarithmic accuracy, should be
calculable within our theoretical framework. However it is less simple to account
for the role of non-perturbative eects. While non-perturbative corrections do not
alter the main conclusions of our article, one needs to rely on event generator tools
to quantify them. At the same time a marked dependence of tagger performance on
non-perturbative corrections will lead to greater theoretical uncertainty which moti-
vates the study of taggers that are less susceptible to non-perturbative corrections. In
the present article we have demonstrated the role of using a zcut or of pre-grooming
with Soft-Drop as a mean to mitigate non-perturbative corrections and provide tagger
variants for which theoretical uncertainties can be better estimated and quantied.
In the end, while analytic calculations alone are not sucient to reach a nal word
on tagger performance, one may expect that they somewhat reduce the dependence
on Monte-Carlo studies, oer powerful complementary information and contribute
to the design of methods with small and reliable theoretical uncertainties.
In summary we advocate the use of Y-splitter with grooming as a superior boosted
object tagger for hadronic two-body decays, as was rst noted in ref. [24]. While this initial
observation was based on Monte Carlo studies alone, in the present paper we have put it
on much rmer ground via adding an analytical rst principles (i.e. model independent)
understanding of the results for QCD background jets. We have also investigated several
variants both by using dierent grooming methods as well as by modifying the standard
Y-splitter algorithm in various ways. Eventually the results for dierent variants indicate
that there is a trade-o between performance and robustness. Such a trade-o was also ob-
served in the case of jet shapes [17] where the addition of grooming also resulted in smaller
sensitivity to non-perturbative eects at the expense of discriminating power. In terms of
sheer performance as reected by the signal signicance, the Ym-splitter+trimming or Ym-
splitter+mMDT combinations with a standard ycut should be preferred. If instead we want
maximum robustness, e.g. to reduce uncertainties, Ym-splitter+mMDT with a zcut condi-
tion or SoftDrop pre-grooming (with either a ycut or a zcut condition) appear at the same
time both ecient and robust. Indeed, these variants still outperform the standard methods
such as pure mMDT, pure trimming or pure SoftDrop at high pt as is evident from gure 12.
For the combinations which show a small sensitivity to non-perturbative eects, it
would be interesting to push the analytic calculations beyond the precision targeted in this
paper.
Also, it remains to optimise the parameters of the tagger in order to maximise the

















Lastly, it remains to be determined as to whether declustering using the generalised-kt
algorithm with p = 1=2 yields the best performance. In that respect it would be interesting
to study smaller values of p.17
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A Radiators and friends
In this appendix, we give explicit expressions for the various radiators that appeared
throughout this paper.





1  2s0 ln(ptR=kt) ; (A.1)
where s is taken at the scale ptR and 0 = (11CA   4nfTR)=(12). To avoid hitting the
Landau pole, the coupling is frozen at kt = fr.
We consider a jet of a given avour with colour factor CR (CF for quark jets and CA
for gluon jets) and hard-splitting constant Bi with
Bq =  3
4
and Bg =  11CA   4nfTR
12CA
: (A.2)
For convenience, it is helpful to dene
L = ln(1=); Ly = ln(1=y); (A.3)
Lr = ln(1=R
2
trim); Lc = ln(1=z
2
cut); (A.4)
Lfr = ln(1=~fr); Lkt = ln(1=kt); (A.5)
with ~fr = fr=(ptR). For any x in one of the above logarithms, we also introduce the
short-hand notation,
x = 2s0Lx; (A.6)
and use W (x) = x lnx.
All the radiators in this paper can be easily expressed in terms of a single generic
construct. Let us consider two kt scales kt0 and kt1 < kt0, and a parameter   0. We

















then dene kt2 = (kt0k
1+
t1 )
1=(2+), Li = ln(1=kti) and i = 2s0Li. The basic quality of
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(L1   L2)2 + L2   Lfr
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Note that we tacitly assume that T(L0; L1) = 0 if L0 > L1.
With this at hand, we can express all the radiators in this paper in a fairly concise









(x2 > ) = T0( Bi; L): (A.8)
Note that compared to standard expressions in the literature, we have included the con-
tribution from hard collinear splittings, the \Bi" term, as a (constant) correction to the
(logarithm) arguments in T. This is equivalent up to subleading terms proportional to
B2i . The main advantage of writing Rplain under the above is that both R and its derivative
vanish when ln(1=) =  Bi, providing a natural endpoint for our distributions. Another
way of viewing this result is to realise that one can obtain the contribution from the hard
collinear splittings by putting an upper bound on the x integrations at x = exp(Bi) < 1.

















For situations where we use a SoftDrop pre-grooming, we also need to specify the









(x2 > ) (x > zcut
) = T0( Bi; L)  T(Lc; L):
(A.10)

















B Why not use the groomed mass in the Y-splitter condition?
We have argued in section 3 that we should rst impose the Y-splitter condition on the
plain jet and, if the condition is satised, measure the groomed jet mass. The motivation
to use the groomed jet mass instead of the plain jet mass is that it signicantly reduces
the non-perturbative eects, especially on signal jets, as shown in [24].
Given that observation, one might be tempted to also use the groomed jet mass in the
denition of the Y-splitter condition. We show in this appendix that this does not lead to
an ecient tagger.
For simplicity, let us use the modied MassDropTagger (trimming would yield similar
results, albeit a bit more complex and involving additional transition points) and assume
that emission 1 dominates the groomed mass. We still have two ways to proceed: we can
either decluster the groomed jet or the plain jet to get the kt scale entering the Ym-splitter
condition. The situation where we use the groomed jet is almost trivial: the declustering
will either select emission 1 or an emission, say 2, at smaller mass and larger kt. In both
cases, the resulting Y-splitter condition is trivially satised, since, e.g. in the second case,
k2t2 > k
2
t1 = x1 > y. Hence, neither the grooming procedure nor the Y-splitter condition














This has to be compared to eq. (2.16) for the situation(s), considered in the main text, where
we use the plain jet mass in the Ym-splitter condition. The result in (B.1) is signicantly
less ecient since it comes with a much weaker Sudakov suppression.
Let us assume instead that we decluster the plain jet in order to dene the Y-splitter kt
scale. In the groomed-away region, emission with kt smaller than kt1 will be unconstrained.
Emission with kt larger than kt1 will also be allowed since the resulting Y-splitter condition




t1 > y. We would therefore again recover (B.1).
Finally, let us briey discuss the case of Ym-splitter, with mass declustering applied
to the plain jet. This is slightly dierent because now there could be an emission, say
emission 2, in the groomed-away region, with a mass larger than  and a kt smaller than
kt1. In that case the Ym-splitter condition would impose k
2
t2 > y, yielding an additional


























(x22 < y): (B.3)
This is better than (B.1) but still remains less ecient than (2.16) by double logarithms of .






























Figure 13. Representation of the various phase-space constraints and Sudakov exponents
required for the resummation of the ln y-enhanced terms for Y-splitter combined with the modied
MassDrop tagger.
C Resummation of the ln y-enhanced terms for Y-splitter with the mod-
ied MassDrop mass
In this appendix we provide the details of the calculation leading to eq. (3.25) for a jet
passing the Y-splitter condition and for which we study the modied MassDrop mass. We
work in the leading logarithmic accuracy and keep both leading logarithms in  and ycut.
In this limit, we can assume that the groomed mass is dominated by a single emission,
say emission 1 with momentum fraction x1 and at an angle 1 to the jet axis. The fact that
emission 1 is kept in the groomed jet guarantees that x1 > ycut. We then have to consider
four separate cases according to which emissions dominate the kt and mass scales entering










































In the above expression, the two terms on the second line correspond to emission 1 also
dominating the kt scale, while the last two lines correspond to an additional emission 2
dominating the kt scale. In both cases, the plain jet mass can either be dominated by
emission 1 (the rst term in each squared brackets) or by an additional emission 3 (the



































(x > i) (x









(x < y) (x > i or x
2 > ): (C.4)
These are graphically represented in gure 13. The R0mMDT(), R
0
kt
(; ) and R0out(;)
are the derivatives of the above radiators w.r.t. to the logarithm of (one over) their rst
argument.19 Note that the intermediate transition at i in Rout comes from the fact that
an emission with x < y and a kt scale larger than i would dominate both the kt and
mass scales and the Y-splitter condition would not be satised. This region is therefore
automatically excluded.





 Rout(3;i)(3 < 2i =y) = e
 Rout(2i =y)   e Rout(): (C.5)
In the above equation, we can drop the  argument of Rout(;) for the following reason:
for  < 2=y, x >  and x < y automatically imply x2 >  so that we can replace
(x > i or x









(x < y) (x2 > ): (C.6)

























While this equation is suitable for practical purposes, specically numerical integration
over kt2 and z1, it is not ideal to see the logarithmic structure of the result. For that
purpose it proves to be better to factor exp[ Rout()], which would combine with the
exp[ RmMDT()] prefactor to give the plain jet mass Sudakov, leading to (3.25).
Open Access. This article is distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons
Attribution License (CC-BY 4.0), which permits any use, distribution and reproduction in
any medium, provided the original author(s) and source are credited.
19This corresponds to replacing (x2 > ) by (x2   ) in (C.2), (x > ) by (x   ) in (C.3),
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